Abstract. It is proved that all the isomorphisms in the Cartesian category freely generated by a set of objects (i.e., a graph without arrows) can be written in terms of arrows from the symmetric monoidal category freely generated by the same set of objects. This proof yields an algorithm for deciding whether an arrow in this free Cartesian category is an isomorphism.
Introduction. We believe that a logic should be completely determined by its assumptions concerning structural rules. Assumptions concerning logical constants are secondary, because they should be invariable when one passes from one logic to another. This point of view, which one may also reach on a priori grounds (see [3] ), is corroborated by what one finds in the area of substructural logics-namely, logics with restricted structural rules, like intuitionistic, relevant and linear logic (see [6] ). To justify a substructural logic one should first of all find a good reason for the choice of structural rules. Assumptions concerning logical constants will not differ from those one could make in classical logic. What may happen only is that classical connectives split into several nonequivalent variants. One finds this already in intuitionistic logic, where A -* B and -,(A A -'B) cease to be equivalent.
All the assumptions for connectives and quantifiers of linear logic may be made in classical logic, too. Only the notorious split between so-called "multiplicative" and "additive" connectives will disappear. The assumptions for the modal operators of linear logic (called "exponentials") are also common: when they are added to a classical base of structural rules, they produce just the modal logic S4.
From this point of view, a justification of linear logic should consist primarily in finding reasons for the rejection of the structural rules of contraction and thinning. The literature on linear logic looks usually for these reasons in applications envisaged in computer science.
Our ambition is more modest. We find that there may be other reasons, of a technical nature and internal to logic, which may also serve to justify the rejection of contraction and thinning. We want to show that if among structural rules one wants to keep only those that replace collections of premises by isomorphic collections of premises, one should reject exactly contraction and thinning. conclusion, can be extended to deductions where A is replaced by A', the deductions involving A being in one-to-one correspondence with the deductions involving A'. Isomorphism is an equivalence relation stronger than the usual mutual implication. So, for example, A A B is isomorphic to B A A in intuitionistic logic, while A A A only implies and is implied by A, but is not isomorphic to it. We surmise that isomorphic formulae may be taken to stand for the same proposition. That means reducing identity of propositions to identity of deductions.
Conjunction in intuitionistic or classical logic and product in linear logic serve to join premises in deductions into a single proposition. Our result may then be interpreted as saying that if among structural rules we keep only those that shall not replace the proposition into which the premises are joined by a different proposition, then we end up with linear logic. This is not so much a result about the connectives of conjunction and product, but rather a result about the underlying structural base of intuitionistic and classical logic on the one hand, and linear logic on the other.
In the first two sections of the paper we give our nonstandard axiomatization of the artesian category Cart, taking care to separate in the second section principles concerning the terminal object. By rejecting these principles we obtain an axiomatization of the category Cart-, which is the Cartesian category without terminal object freely generated by our set of objects. As a part of the axiomatization of Cart we obtain the axiomatization of the symmetric monoidal category SyMon. By rejecting the same principles that lead from Cart-to Cart, we obtain an axiomatization of the category SyMon-, which is the symmetric monoidal category without unit object freely generated by our set of objects.
In the third section we prove the theorem that the isomorphisms of Cart are expressible in SyMon-terms. The same theorem holds if we replace Cart by Cartand SyMon by SyMon-. The essential ingredient of the proof is an algorithm that transforms every Cart arrow-term expressing an isomorphism into a SyMon arrow-term equal to the initial Cart arrow-term. In that algorithm we find for every contraction a corresponding thinning, which can then be permuted so that one follows immediately the other. In that position, they can be replaced by a trivial deduction from A to A. The difficulty consists in defining precisely what it means that a contraction corresponds to a thinning, and in checking, as in a cutelimination procedure, that thinning can be permuted with other structural rules until it reaches a corresponding contraction with which it gets eliminated. As a by-product of our proof we obtain a procedure for deciding whether an arrow of Cart is an isomorphism. (This is a different matter from deciding whether two objects of Cart are isomorphic, a procedure for which may be inferred from [14] and [1] .)
In [2] one can find a number of references to matters related to the topic of this paper. This book is concerned with application in theoretical computer science. ?1. The categories Cart-and SyMon-. In this section we give a construction of the free Cartesian category without terminal object, generated by a set of propositional letters, i.e., a graph without arrows whose vertices are these letters. This category is the image of this set under the left adjoint of the forgetful functor from the category of Cartesian categories without terminal object into the category of graphs.
The objects of the category Cart-are formulae built up from a set of propositional letters (whose cardinality is not important to us here) with the help of a binary connective , called product. ( Note that if there are no occurrences of b and c terms in a term we want to bring into a developed form, they may be introduced only by applications of (bcw8). So if we deal with a formulation of Cart where b and c arrows are not primitive, but defined in terms of k and w arrows, and we want to show that a Cart-term is equal to a SyMon-term, the eventual presence of b and c terms in our term will be made explicit through the agency of (bcw8). If our term is equal to a SyMon-term, the remaining k and w terms in its developed form will be eliminated by a procedure described in the Maximal-Path Lemma 2 below, while b and c terms introduced by (bcw8) may remain. Now we introduce a series of definitions leading to an analogue of Gentzen's notion of a cluster from [ We need all these definitions to prove the following lemma, which is about things analogous to the permuting of rules in a cut-elimination procedure. In our lemma, one permutes k-products with other terms. P (a(j) . Similarly, a k-product f i is linked to P (ar) if and only if X, (f i) E P (caj) (this characteristic index is terminal in P (cxj)). It is clear that every w and k-product is linked to only one progeny. We need this notion of linkage for the proof of the following lemma, which will serve to determine where lie the w-product and k-product that shall be brought next to each other by applying the k-Permutation Lemma, and then eliminated. If m > 0, take a k-product f E in f,, . .. f i, linked to P(aj), and apply the k-Permutation Lemma. Two cases can arise. In the first case our k-product will never get confronted with a w-product while applying the k-Permutation Lemma. Then we push it to the extreme right and reason as in the basis of the induction. The remaining case is that we get a k-product g confronted with a w-product f in the term gf that occurs in a developed term equal to f , . . . f 1. Then we replace gf by 1 c 1 c using (kw), (.) and (. 1), and we apply the induction hypothesis to the resulting term. So there is at least one path of length n in P (aj).
If there are two paths of length n in P (aj), then, by the Preservation Lemma, there is a progeny, made of occurrences of the same letter that occurs in P (aX), in which there is no path of length n, and this we have just proved to be impossible. be the progeny to whom f i is linked. Then, by (*), there is a k-product fk, with 1 < i < k < n, linked to P(aj) (otherwise, we would have in P(aj) at least two paths of length n). By the k-Permutation Lemma, we can push this k-product to the right until it is confronted with f i in . A graph of an arrow-term denoting an isomorphism of Cart is a bijection between two finite ordinals, and an arrow-term of SyMon with the same graph can always be found. We realized that there is such a simpler proof after completing this paper. As we said in the introduction, we believe that the direct, more involved, proof given here is still worth presenting because of its proof-theoretical interest.
